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Poster - Medical and social models of disability in education: are either helpful?
GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor
This is an excellent f irst assignment -  very well done! Every aspect of  the poster has
been addressed with care and considerable attention to detail. See in- text comments
and below f or detailed f eedback. Please also note that rubric weightings are
intended f or guidance only.

The structure is apparent throughout and the reader has no dif f iculty in navigating it.
One area which could have been improved slightly is in providing a link between the
introduction and the main sections. 

The range and depth of  inf ormation is excellent, and you have been able to go into a
reasonable level of  detail while keeping arguments reasonably concise. Added to
this, you have successf ully supported your arguments with appropriate evidence, all
of  which has been acknowledged using APA extremely well. 

The amount of  text is at the upper limit of  words f or a poster, and so some
additional consideration of  conciseness would potentially have increased the impact,
although this is always a tricky judgement call f or poster design (-  other assignments
will be more prescriptive with the word count).

Your written style is a real strength in this poster, permitt ing a comprehensive
response to the topic despite limited space. The presentation and layout of  the
poster are very clear and attractive.

This is a very pleasing f irst assignment that you should aim to build on during your
degree. If  you would like to discuss this f eedback, please make an appointment.

Judith
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Comment 1
Good use of  ref erencing

Comment 2
A brief  sentence to signpost the reader to the organisation of  the argument may have helped here.

Comment 3
Excellent use of  illustration -  you should always acknowledge your source though (unless it is your own diagram, of  course).

Comment 4
Good point and illustrated well

Comment 5
This second point could be linked better to the main argument

Comment 6
Avoid using shortened f orms in academic writ ing

Comment 7
Valid points against

Comment 8
reinf orcing belief s in?

Comment 9
Good, f itt ing conclusion

Comment 10
Ref erence list is spot on!



RUBRIC: POSTER PSYCHOLOGY

STRUCTURE (20%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST (90-
100
(8)

OUTSTANDING FIRST (80-
89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

INFORMATION (30%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST (90-
100
(8)

OUTSTANDING FIRST (80-

6.25 / 8

6 / 8

Structure and Appearance

Exceptional presentation. There is a clear and logical structure that the reader can ef f ortlessly f ollow through
the educational psychology topic.

Outstanding presentation. The organisation allows the viewer to very easily f ind their way through the
educational psychology topic.

Very well-presented with very good visual appearance; Clear and easy to f ollow the educational psychology
topic.

Well presented with good visual appearance; Structure f airly easy to f ollow.

Well presented with reasonable visual appearance; Structure is apparent.

Reasonably presented, but overemphasis of  one medium and/or sub-optimal colour schemes. Some structure
but hard to f ollow.

Largely inappropriate presentation; very dif f icult to read; no discernible structure and/or poor choice of  colour
or f onts.

Haphazard presentation. Appears to be litt le more than a random collection of  images and words.

6 / 8

Inf ormation Presented

Exceptionally succinct and ef f ective presentation of  the topic area.

Outstanding in terms of  striking a balance between detail and brevity.



89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

DESIGN (10%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST (90-
100
(8)

OUTSTANDING FIRST (80-
89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

Excellent, inclusion of  only essential inf ormation relevant to educational psychology.

Very good, relevant selection of  key inf ormation relevant to educational psychology.

Good, largely relevant selection of  key inf ormation relevant to educational psychology.

Basic. Some relevance, evidence of  judgment of  what to include.

Poor. Irrelevant. Either included f ar too litt le or f ar too much.

Superf icial and sketchy, or no attempt made to be selective (i.e. just includes everything).

6 / 8

Use of  Images, Diagrams or Charts

Imaginatively chosen or designed to convey the message in an exceptionally inf ormative manner.

Caref ully selected and very inf ormative.

Caref ully selected and inf ormative.

Appropriate and well chosen. Provide some usef ul inf ormation.

Appropriate to the topic and supplement the text f airly ef f ectively.



THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

STYLE (15%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST (90-
100
(8)

OUTSTANDING FIRST (80-
89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

TOPIC (20%)

Appropriate to the topic and provide some discernible inf ormation.

Inappropriate to the topic or unclear.

Either none, or poorly selected and not contributing to the topic.

7 / 8

Written Style and Clarity

Prof essional and sophisticated with exceptional clarity and coherence. Very high level of  reader engagement.

Fluent and accurate with great clarity and coherence. Excellent reader engagement.

Fluent and accurate with great clarity and coherence. Very good reader engagement.

Clear and coherent. Good reader engagement.

Some lapses of  clarity. Some expression is inef f ective. Satisf actory reader engagement.

Adequate, but awkward expression throughout with litt le clarity. Low reader engagement.

Inadequate and unclear presentation. Error-strewn.

Grossly inadequate and unclear presentation. Error-strewn.

6 / 8



EXCEPTIONAL FIRST (90-
100
(8)

OUTSTANDING FIRST (80-
89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

APA (5%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST (90-
100
(8)

OUTSTANDING FIRST (80-
89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)

Account of  topic area and research articles (in the context of  a poster)

Extremely clear, concise and ef f ective account of  all aspects of  the EP topic. The reader has a f ull
understanding of  the area and the conclusions reached.

Very clear, concise and ef f ective account. Leaves the reader with a very strong understanding and a f irm
conclusion of  the EP topic selected.

Very clear, concise and ef f ective account. Leaves the reader with a strong idea of  the EP topic area and
associated research/evidence.

Good account, leaving the reader with a f irm idea of  the topic area and associated research. Could be more
concise in places.

Clear account of  most aspects but either lacking detail or lacking some conciseness around the EP topic.

Generally clear, but some lack of  clarity in places.

One or more aspects very unclear.

Very unclear. Leaves the reader with litt le idea about the EP topic or evidence to support it.

8 / 8

APA Style Ref erencing

Flawless, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of  the ref erences list.

Flawless, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of  the ref erences list.

Excellent, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of  the ref erences list.



(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

Consistent and accurate, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of  the ref erences list.

Largely consistent and accurate, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of  the ref erences list.

Limited ref erencing and/or adherence to APA style.

Inadequate ref erencing.

Inadequate or absent ref erencing.
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